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Linear Fashion 
So far, all of our programs have executed in a linear 

fashion. 
 
We start from the top of the main method and execute 

each statement all within the main method. 
 
In this unit, we'll talk about some of the commands you 

can give Java to execute things in a non-linear fashion. 
 
-methods (this unit) 
-if statements (this unit) 
-loops (next unit) 
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Calling Methods 
In Java, you can call a method. This means your code will 

execute a different block of code. 
 
There are 2 kinds of methods you can call: 
 
1)Methods someone else wrote (library methods) 
2)Methods that you wrote 
 
In each case you will call them in a similar fashion. 
 



Part 1: Library Methods 
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Using Java Libraries 
 
 
The Java Development Kit comes with many libraries which 
contain classes and methods for you to use. 
 
These are classes and methods that other people have written 
to solve common tasks. 
 
Some of these include: 
-a Math library 
-String library 
-Swing library (used for graphics) 
-Networking library (for Internet programming) 
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Math library 

 
• One very useful class is the Math class. 
• The Math class contains many methods that you can 

use “off the shelf” 
• A very big advantage of this is that you don't care 

how they are actually coded! 
• It also contains some constants such as E and PI. 
• You access any of these by writing Math then a . then 

the name of the method or constant you are using 
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Math library examples 

double positiveNumber = Math.abs(-10); 
double twoCubed = Math.pow(2,3); 
double someTrigThingy = 

Math.sin(Math.PI); 
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Math library documentation 

http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/ap
i/java/lang/Math.html 

 
The documentation contains a list of methods 

that belong to the Math class. 
 
For each method, it lists what the method 

needs as input and what the method 
returns as output. 
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Math library documentation 

You will call any of these methods by writing: 

1)The class name the method is in 

2)The method name 

3)An open parenthesis 

4)Sometimes something 

5)A close parenthesis. 

 

“sometimes something” is determined based on what the 

method expects as input 

 

double positiveNumber = Math.abs(-10); 
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Math library documentation 

On the left 

is the kind of 

data the method 

will output. If you use the 

method in an expression, 

this will be it's type 

The name 

of the 

method 

What the method 

requires as input. 

You must provide 

expression(s) of this 

type 
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Math library documentation 

The tan method expects as input one double expression. 

 

This means that when you call the tan method, you must put 1 

expression that evaluates to a double between the ( ) 

For example: 

Math.tan(3.0) 

Math.tan(5.0 + 3.0 * Math.PI) is good 

Math.tan (            Math.tan(Math.PI)             ) 

Math.tan (3) is also good (3 can be converted to a double automatically) 

Math.tan() or Math.tan(“word”) or Math.tan(2,5) are not okay. 
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Math library documentation 

The return type of the method specifies what sort of expression you 

should use your call to the method in. 

. 
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Math library documentation 

The tan() method returns a double. This means I can use the tan() method 

anywhere that I can put a double expression: 

 

double noIdeaWhatThisEquals = Math.tan(Math.PI); 

 

But I can not write: 

 

int noIdeaWhatThisEquals = Math.tan(Math.PI); 

 

The reason is it is not acceptable to store a double into an int without 

casting. 
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Other libraries 

• There are many other libraries that come 
with the JDK 

• We saw briefly the Scanner class. 
• Sometimes, you will have to tell Java 

where to find these methods. 
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Review of Scanner Class 

At the top of these documentation pages, you'll see a “tree”. At the 

bottom of this tree should be java followed by at least one word, 

maybe several, and then the name of the class you are looking at 

Whenever the last line is java.lang.WhateverClass, then you don't 

need to do anything more. 
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When it is not, you will have to write at the top of your file: 

 

import java.util.Scanner; 

This allows you to avoid writing java.util.Scanner each time. You 

can just write Scanner. 

 

import java.util.Scanner 

public class ScannerExample { 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

 ... 

} 

} 

java.util.Scanner keyboardReader = new 
java.util.Scanner(System.in); 
v.s. 
Scanner keyboardReader = new Scanner(System.in); 
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Exploring: Java Libraries 
 
 
 
You can find a list of libraries in Java 6 
http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/index.html?overview-
summary.html 
 

To use a library: 
1)Figure out which library you want to use from that list 
2)Add an “import” statement if the library is not part of 
java.lang.something 
3)Determine the method or data you want to use 

http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/index.html?overview-summary.html
http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/index.html?overview-summary.html
http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/index.html?overview-summary.html
http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/index.html?overview-summary.html
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RTFM 

One of the best ways to learn about various methods 
that exist in classes such as this, is by reading the 
documentation. 
 

Speaking of this, some of you may be wondering 
what the title stands for....To find that out, RTFM 
 

 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RTFM) 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RTFM


Part 2: Creating Your Own 

Methods 
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Methods to Improve 
Readability 

One large advantage of using methods is they 
improve the code readability. Compare the following 
snippets (from different programs): 
 
 
 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

double aReallyBigNumber = Math.pow(2,10); 

System.out.println(aReallyBigNumber); 

} 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

double result = 1; 

for (int i=0; i < 10; i++) { 

 result *= 2; 

} 

System.out.println(result); 

} 
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Methods to Improve 
Readability 

Imagine how much bigger that difference would be if 
we had to calculate 10 different powers! 
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  Convert 10 numbers to 
Celcius 

import java.util.Scanner; 
public class ManyConversion { 

public static void main(String[] args) { 
Scanner keyboardReader = new Scanner(System.in); 
double first = keyboardReader.nextInt(); 
System.out.println((first – 32.0) * 1.8); 
double second = keyboardReader.nextInt(); 
System.out.println((second – 32.0) * 1.8); 
double third = keyboardReader.nextInt(); 
System.out.println((third – 32.0) * 1.8); 
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  Convert 10 numbers to 
Celcius 

double fourth = keyboardReader.nextInt(); 
System.out.println((fourth – 32.0) * 1.8); 
double fifth = keyboardReader.nextInt(); 
System.out.println((fifth – 32.0) * 1.8); 
double sixth = keyboardReader.nextInt(); 
System.out.println((sixth – 32.0) * 1.8); 
double seventh = keyboardReader.nextInt(); 
System.out.println((seventh – 32.0) * 1.8); 
double eight = keyboardReader.nextInt(); 
System.out.println((eight – 32.0) * 1.8); 
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  Convert 10 numbers to 
Celcius 

double ninth = keyboardReader.nextInt(); 
System.out.println((ninth – 32.0) * 1.8); 
double tenth = keyboardReader.nextInt(); 
System.out.println((tenth – 32.0) * 1.8); 

} 
} 
 
 
What are some of the problems with this? 
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Problems 

1)Very long, tedious, lots to keep track of at 
once 

2)Many chances for copy/paste errors (for 
example if we forget to change one of the 
numbers or variable names) 

3)What if we discover that our formula was 
wrong? We'll have to make 10 changes! 
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Solution: Methods 
• Sometimes, we can use a library method to solve our 

problem. When we can, this is usually a good way to 
do it (why reinvent the wheel?) 

• However, sometimes, we will not be able to do this. 
Some reasons: 

• 1)Our need is very specific, so no one else has 
bothered to write a library 

• 2)There is a library method, but it solves the problem 
in a way that isn't satisfactory to us (picky picky....) 
For example, it might be too slow. 
 

• In this case, we need to write our own method. 
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Writing your own methods 

There are two kinds of methods: 
 
1)Methods that return values 
 
2)Methods that don't return values 
 
Let's start by talking about methods that don't return 
values. 
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Void Methods 
When a method returns void, you can't use it as part of 

an expression. 
 
You call the method the same way, but the purpose is to 

have a side-effect not to perform a direct computation. 
 
An example of a side-effect would happen if your method 

used the System.out.println() command. 
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Void Methods 
When a method returns void, you can't use it as part of 

an expression. 
 
You call the method the same way, but the purpose is to 

have a side-effect not to perform a direct computation. 
 
An example of a side-effect would happen if your method 

used the System.out.println() command. 
 
System.out.println() is a void method. 
 
You can't assign the result of it to a variable or use it in 

an expression. 
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Void Methods 
To create a void method, you must write the word void in 

the method header. The method header is where you 
specify the name and other descriptions of the method. 

 
public static void readAndConvertToCelcius() { 

Scanner keyboardReader = new Scanner(System.in); 
int degreesInFahrenheit = keyboardReader.nextInt(); 
System.out.println((degreesInFahrenheit – 32) * 5.0 / 9.0); 

} 
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Calling Your Method 

When you want to call your method, you do this the same way as 
you call the library methods. The only difference is it is optional to 
write the name of the class the method belongs to provided that 
the method you are using and the calling method are in the same 
class. 

 
public static void main(String[] args) { 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

} 
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Calling Your Method 

When you want to call your method, you do this the same way as 
you call the library methods. The only difference is it is optional to 
write the name of the class the method belongs to provided that 
the method you are using and the calling method are in the same 
class. 

 
public static void main(String[] args) { 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

} 

Your code still starts executing at 

the beginning of main() method. 

 

But the first statement says to 

execute the method 

readAndConvertToCelcius(), 

meaning the code will jump to 

the method and do everything in 

that method. 

 

After the method completes, the 

code will return where it left off. 
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Calling Your Method 

 
public static void main(String[] args) { 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

} 

public static void readAndConvertToCelcius() { 

Scanner keyboardReader = new 

Scanner(System.in); 

int degreesInFahrenheit = 

keyboardReader.nextInt(); 

System.out.println((degreesInFahrenheit – 

32) * 5.0/9.0); 

} 
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Calling Your Method 

 
public static void main(String[] args) { 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

} 

public static void readAndConvertToCelcius() { 

Scanner keyboardReader = new 

Scanner(System.in); 

int degreesInFahrenheit = 

keyboardReader.nextInt(); 

System.out.println((degreesInFahrenheit – 

32) * 5.0 / 9.0); 

} 
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Calling Your Method 

 
public static void main(String[] args) { 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

} 

public static void readAndConvertToCelcius() { 

Scanner keyboardReader = new 

Scanner(System.in); 

int degreesInFahrenheit = 

keyboardReader.nextInt(); 

System.out.println((degreesInFahrenheit – 

32) * 5.0 / 9.0); 

} 
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Calling Your Method 

 
public static void main(String[] args) { 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

readAndConvertToCelcius(); 

} 

public static void readAndConvertToCelcius() { 

Scanner keyboardReader = new 

Scanner(System.in); 

int degreesInFahrenheit = 

keyboardReader.nextInt(); 

System.out.println((degreesInFahrenheit – 

32.0) * 5.0 / 9.0); 

} 
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Passing Information to a 
Method 

 

One thing about this particular code is we 
create 10 different Scanners. 

 
 
It would be nice to create one Scanner and 

then give that data to our method. 
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Compiler Error 
public static void main(String[] args) { 

Scanner keyboard = new Scanner(System.in); 
differentCodeBlock(); 

} 
 
public static void differentCodeBlock() { 

int number = keyboard.nextInt(); 
} 
 
Remember that variables are only in scope in the 

block of code in which they were created! 
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Passing Data to a Method 
 

In order to access data created in one 
method in a different method, we pass 
the value of the data to a method. 

 
We do this by doing the following: 
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Passing Data to a Method 
 
1)When we define a method, we specify what will be passed to a method 
 
 
public static double pow(double a, double b) 
 
This means that the method must be passed two expressions that evaluate 

to a double. 
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Passing Data to a Method 
2)When we call a method, we must pass whatever is required. 
 
 
This can be any expression(s) that evaluate to that particular type: 
 
Math.pow(3.0, 4.0) ----> good 
Math.pow(3, 4.0 + 3) --> good because int is implicitly cast to double 
Math.pow(3) ---> bad (not enough arguments) 
Math.pow(“” + 3, 4) --> bad (the first argument evaluates to String) 
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Passing Data to a Method 
3)Inside the method, the variables defined in the method header, will have 

the value of the expression passed to them: 
 
public static double pow(double a, double b) 
 
 
 
 

Calling statement 

 

Math.pow(3.0, 4.0) 

 

Math.pow(3, 4.0 + 3) 

 

Math.pow(3) 

 

Math.pow(“” + 3, 4) 

Values in Method 

 

a = 3.0, b = 4.0 

 

a = 3.0, b= 7.0 

 

does not compile 

 

does not compile 
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Passing a Scanner 

public static void readAndConvertToCelcius(Scanner keyboardReader) { 
int degreesInFahrenheit = keyboardReader.nextInt(); 
System.out.println((degreesInFahrenheit – 32) * 5.0 / 9.0); 

} 
 
 
1)keyboardReader is now declared in the method header 
2)This means we don't need to declare it in the method body 
 
This method assumes that it is given a Scanner 
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Passing a Scanner 

public static void readAndConvertToCelcius(Scanner keyboardReader) { 
int degreesInFahrenheit = keyboardReader.nextInt(); 
System.out.println((degreesInFahrenheit – 32) * 5.0 / 9.0); 

} 
 
public static void main(String[] args) { 

Scanner keyboardReader = new Scanner(System.in); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(keyboardReader); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(keyboardReader); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(keyboardReader); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(keyboardReader); 
readAndConvertToCelcius(keyboardReader); 
..... 

} 
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Using a Method call in an 
expression 

We saw with methods from the Math class that we can use method calls in 
an expression. For example: 

 
double a = 3.0; 
double b = 4; 
double hypotenuseSquared = Math.pow(a,2) + Math.pow(b,2); 
double hypotenuse = Math.sqrt(hypotenuseSquared); 
 
 
 
 
Note: the last 2 statements could be compacted to: 
double hypotenuse = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(a,2) + Math.pow(b,2)); 
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Using a result from your 
method in an expression 

If you want to use a result from a computation in your method in an 
expression outside that method, you have to do the following: 

 
1)Change the method header to specify the type of data you want your 

method to produce. This will be instead of the word void. 
 
2)Add at least one return statement in the method definition. 
 
3)Call the method normally, but now you can use it's value. 
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1)Changing the method header 
public static double convertFahrenheitToCelcius(double fahrenheit) { 
 

..... 
} 
 
 
 
The token double specifies the type of expression that the method will 

return or produce. 
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2)Adding a return statement 
public static double convertFahrenheitToCelcius(double fahrenheit) { 

double celcius = (fahrenheit – 32.0) * 5.0 / 9.0; 
return celcius; 

} 
 
 
 
This is what is known as a return statement. The expression after the word 

return must be of the same type as that specified in the method header. 
 
You could also write more compactly: 
public static double convertFahrenheitToCelcius(double fahrenheit) { 

return (fahrenheit – 32) * 5.0 / 9.0; 
} 
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3)Using the method 
Now you can use the method as part of an expression anywhere that a 

double expression is valid. 
 
double freezingPointCelcius = convertFahrenheitToCelcius(32); 
 
System.out.println(freezingPointCelcius); 
 
System.out.println(“100 degrees Fahrenheit is “ + 

convertFahrenheitToCelcius(100) + “ in celcius”); 
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Advantages of Methods 
1)Code reusability 
2)Reduces code duplication 
3)Easier debugging 
4)Problems are decomposed 
5)Hides tricky logic 
6)Easier to read and understand 
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Disadvantages of Methods 
1)A little more overhead to set them up at the beginning. 
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Practice exercises : Void 
method 

Write a method called sayGreeting() . The method should take as input two 
Strings. One String should be the name of the speaker, the other String 
should be the name of the listener. 

 
Now try calling this method. 
 
Hint: Think about what the method header should be for this method (on 

the next slide) 
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Practice exercises : Void 
method 

Write a method called sayGreeting() . The method should take as input two 
Strings. One String should be the name of the speaker, the other String 
should be the name of the listener. 

 
Now try calling this method from the main method. 
 
Hint: The method header for this would be: 
 
public static void sayGreeting(String speaker, String listener) 

the method 

does not 

return a 

value 

The method takes as input  

a String for speaker and a 

String for listener 
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Practice exercises : Non-void 
Method 

Write a method called computeAreaCircle() 
 
The method should take as input the radius of the circle and return a 

double representing the area of the circle. 
 
Remember the formula for area of a circle is Area = PI * r^2 
 
Now ask the user to enter 3 numbers (one at a time) and for each of these 

output the area of a circle with that radius. 
 
Hint: You can use the Math library to get the value of PI 
 
Hint: Think about what the method header should be for this method (on 

the next slide) 
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Practice exercises : Non-void 
Method 

public static double computeAreaCircle(double radius) 



Part 3: Commenting your code 
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Comments : Single line 
A comment is something only used by the programmer. 
 
If you write 
 
// 
 
anywhere in the code, the rest of the line is ignored by 

the compiler. 
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Comments : Multi-line 
A comment is something only used by the programmer. 
 
If you write 
 
/* 
 
anywhere in the code, then the rest of the code is 

ignored by the compiler until it sees 
 
*/ 
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Comments : Purposes 
Comments are generally used to help the programmer or 

a different programmer understand what the code is 
doing. 

 
This is useful both for when other people read your code 

or if you go back to your code at a later point. 
 
When you do something that isn't very clear, it is an 

excellent idea to add a comment explaining how it 
works. 
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Good Comments 
A good comment will make it clear what a complicated 

piece of code will do. 
 
A bad comment will either mislead the user or provide 

unnecessary information (i.e. over commenting) 
 
Generally, it's better to err on the side of too many 

comments. 
 
Every method should have a brief comment saying what 

it's purpose is. 
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Good Comments 
 
// This method takes as input a double representing a 
// radius of a circle. It calculates the area of a circle 
// using the equation PI*r^2. 
// The method returns a double representing the area. 
public static double computeAreaCircle(double radius) { 

return radius * radius * Math.PI; 
} 
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Bad Comments 
// This method takes as input a thing that represents the 
// thing that measures how long it takes to go from 
// the center of a round circle to the outer edge of it. I 
// learned in elementary school that the equation for 
// this is to take the number PI and multiply it by 
// that distance and then multiply it by that distance 
// again. The number PI does not really have anything 
// to do with apple pie, although I kind of wish it did 
// because it's really delicious. However, one thing the 
// two have in common is they both are round. 
public static double computeAreaCircle(double radius) { 

return radius * radius * Math.PI; 
} 
 



Part 4: If Statements 
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Control Flow 

Up until this point, we have been running our programs in 
a “straight” fashion. 

 

The same statements are executed no matter what 
happens during the execution of the program. 

 

There are commands that allow us to execute some 
blocks of code sometimes and others other times. 

 

These commands refer to control flow because you 
control where the code is going. 
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Control Flow 

1)If statements 

2)If /else statements 

3)If /else if / else statements 

4)While loops 

5)For loops 

 

1,2,3 are very similar and we'll discuss them today. 

 

An if statement will allow us to test for something and 
then execute a block of code only if that condition is met 
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if statements in Java 

if ( condition){ 
     //This block of code ONLY happens when 
     // condition is true 
} 
//Code here happens no matter what. 
 
condition can refer to any boolean expression. 
This means it must evaluate to either true or 
false 
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Recall: Code blocks 

A block of code is a unit of measurement of code. 
 
One marks the start of a block of code by { 
One marks the end of a block of code by } 
 
So far, we have seen blocks of code known as a 
1)Class 
2)Method 
3)If 
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If block of code 

When we create an if statement, we are 
creating a block of code that only will execute 
when a condition is true. 
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if statements in Java : Example 

pubic static void main(String[] args) { 
Scanner reader = new Scanner(System.in); 
System.out.println(“Enter a positive number”); 
int number = reader.nextInt(); 
if (number < 0) { 

System.out.println(“That isn't positive, moron!”); 
} 

} 
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if statements in Java : Example 

pubic static void main(String[] args) { 
Scanner reader = new Scanner(System.in); 
System.out.println(“Enter a positive number”); 
int number = reader.nextInt(); 
if (number < 0) { 

System.out.println(“That isn't positive, moron!”); 
} 

} 
 
The condition is to check if the variable number has a value 
less than 0. 
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if statements in Java : Example 

pubic static void main(String[] args) { 
Scanner reader = new Scanner(System.in); 
System.out.println(“Enter a positive number”); 
int number = reader.nextInt(); 
if (number < 0) { 

System.out.println(“That isn't positive, moron!”); 
} 

} 
 
The block of code is only executed when the condition is 
true. 
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if statements in Java : Example 

pubic static void main(String[] args) { 
Scanner reader = new Scanner(System.in); 
System.out.println(“Enter a positive number”); 
int number = reader.nextInt(); 
if (number <= 0) { 

System.out.println(“That isn't positive, moron!”); 
} 

} 
 
To be most precise, we should put “less than or equals” 
denoted in Java by <= 
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if / else 

Sometimes, you will have a block of code that you 
want to be executed if the condition is true and a 
different block of code to be executed when the 
condition is false 
 
Option 1: 2 if statements by testing the opposite 
condition. 
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Two if statements 

if (x > 0) { 
    System.out.println(“It is positive”); 
} 
if ( x <= 0) 
{ 
    System.out.println(“It is negative or zero”); 
} 
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Two if statements 

This code is not ideal: 
 
1)There is no obvious link between the 2 
statements. Someone looking at the code 
wouldn't know and might separate the 2. 
2)Since there is no link, if we had a more 
complicated statement there, it could end up 
that BOTH statements happened. 
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Going in to 2 if statements 

int x = 3; 
if (x > 0 ) { 

System.out.println(“Positive. Now resetting” + “it's value.”); 
x = 0; 

} 
 
if (x <= 0) { 

System.out.println(“Not positive”); 
} 
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if / else 

if ( condition) { 
// this block of code happens if condition is true 
} 
else { 
  // happens if condition is false. condition   
  // is only tested once. 
} 
//happens no matter what 
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An example of the difference: 

int x = 3; 
if (x > 0 ) { 

System.out.println(“Positive. Now resetting” + “it's value.”); 
x = 0; 

} 
else { 

System.out.println(“Not positive”); 
} 
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An example of the difference: 

Before, both if statements got executed 
because the value of the condition is true at 
both points. 
 
However, with the if/else, only the first if is 
executed. The else is not, because the 
condition was evaluated at the beginning. If it 
isn't true at first, then the else block never is 
entered. 
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if /else if /else 

Sometimes, you will have a more complicated set of 
conditions where there are more than 2 options. 
 
Option one: An if statement inside of an if statement 
 
if (option1) {  } 
else {    

if (option 2) {  } 
else { 

if (option 3) { } } } 
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if /else if /else 

A better way to do this is using “else if” 
 
if (condition1) { 
} 
else if (condition2) { 
} 
else if (condition 3) { 
} 
else { 
} 
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if /else if /else 

Much like else, the “else if” is only entered if 
the prior conditions were false. 
 
So there is a big difference if we change the 
order of the if / else if statements. 
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if /else if /else 

if  ( x > 0 ){ 
      System.out.println(“positive”); 
} 
else if ( x >-1) { 
       System.out.println(“>-1 but <=0”); 
} 
else { 

System.out.println(“<= -1”); 
} 
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if statements in Java : Example 

if  ( x > 0 ){ 
      System.out.println(“positive”); 
} 
else if ( x >-1) { 
       System.out.println(“>-1 but <=0”); 
} 
else if (x > -2) { 

System.out.println(“>-2 but <= -1”); 
} 
else { 

System.out.println(“<= -2”); 
} 
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if statements in Java : Example 

if  ( x > 0 ){ 
      System.out.println(“positive”); 
} 
else if ( x >1) { 
   System.out.println(“This statement is unreachable!”); 
} 
else { 

System.out.println(“<= 0”); 
} 
Why is the highlighted section impossible to get to? 
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One more thing..... 

For all of the blocks of code described (if, 
if/else, if/else if/else), if you omit the { and 
} the Java compiler will treat your code as if 
you put the { } around the very first 
statement after the if ( ) 
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One more thing..... 

 
if (x < 0) 

System.out.println(“x is less than zero”); 
System.out.println(“I'm so happy that it's < 0!”); 

 
Remember that Java ignores the indentation, 

which is just to make things more readable. 
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How Java interprets your code 

 
if (x < 0) { 

System.out.println(“x is less than zero”); 

} 
 

System.out.println(“I'm so happy that it's < 0!”); 
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If statement trap  

if (x < 0); { 

System.out.println(“x is less than zero”); 

} 
 

You should not put a ; after an if statement this way unless 
you really know what you are doing. A ; by itself is 
considered a statement (that does nothing) in Java. 

If you do this, your if statement does nothing and you just 
created a block of code afterwards that happens no matter 
what 

 
 

 



Part 5: Boolean Expressions -- 

 

(a.k.a. the things you put in if 

statements and other things as 

conditions) 
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Boolean Expressions 

The year is 2010 -----> false 
There are 15 months in a year ----> false 
September is the 9th month AND it is 2 months 
before February ---> false 
Pirates helped stop global warming---> true??? 
Comp-202 is awesome ----> ??????? 
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Boolean Expressions 

Instead of evaluating to a numeric value, 
boolean expressions evaluate to either true 
or false 
 

 

 myNumber > 0 // can be either true or false 

 

 

You can assign the result of a boolean expression to a variable 

of type boolean: 
 boolean positive; 

 positive = (myNumber > 0); 
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Boolean Expressions in Java 

 

A boolean expression is one of the 
following 
•The comparison of two values using a comparison operator 

•A variable which has type boolean 

•A call to a method that returns a type boolean 

•true or false (Java's boolean literals) 

•A combination of one or more other boolean expressions along with an 
operator such as ! (not), && (and), or || (or) 
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Comparison Operators (1) 

The result of a comparison is always true or false 

Used to compare numeric or character values 

== : equal to 

!= : not equal to 

<  : less than 

>  : greater than 

<= : less than or equal to 

>= : greater than or equal to 
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Comparison Operators (2) 

int x = 5; 

 

x < 6   ----> true 

x <= 5; ----> true 

x > 5 ---> false 

x >= 3 ---> true 

x == 5 ----> true 

x != 5 ---> false 
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Comparison Operators (3) 

 

Equality (==) and inequality (!=) operators apply to values 

that have any type 

 

The other comparison operators (<, <=, >, >=) only apply 
to values which have a numeric type (byte, short, int, 
long, float, double) or that have type char 
 

If the operands of a comparison operator have different types, 

the operand whose type has lower precision gets promoted to 

the other operand's type 
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Comparing Strings 

 

When you want to compare two Strings to each other, you will not use 

= = 

Instead you will call a method on each String. 

String one = “a String”; 

String two = “a different String”; 

boolean areEqual = one.equals(two); 

We will see when we talk about references when you should use 

.equals() and when you should use = = . For primitive types like int, 

always use ==, for String it's almost always best to use .equals() 
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Comparing char 

In Java, each character (like '?' or 'm') is associated with 
a number. 

The following expression evaluates to true because the 
number assigned to the character '+' by the Unicode 
character set is lower than the number assigned to the 
character 'J' by the same character set: 
 

 boolean lessThan = '+' < 'J'; 

   

Do not hesitate to use this property of characters in your 
programs. 
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Character Comparisons 

The unicode number system is well designed. 

 

The 26 lowercase letters are all in a row. 

 

The 26 uppercase letters are also in a row. 

 

Note that there is a gap between the two. This means 
that 

 

'a' < 'c' ----> true   . 
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Floating Point Comparisons 

You should rarely use the equality operator (==) when 

comparing two floating point values (float or double) 

In many situations, you might consider two floating point 

numbers to be "close enough" even if they aren't exactly equal 

 

 

This is often necessary due to rounding issues. 
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Floating Point Comparisons: 
Example 

 
// Assuming f1 >= f2 

difference = f1 - f2; 

boolean essentiallyEqual = difference < 0.00001; 
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Creating boolean expressions 
from other boolean expressions 
Boolean expressions can also use the following logical 
operators: ! Logical NOT 

|| Logical OR 

&& Logical AND 

All three operators take operands of type boolean and 
produce results of type boolean 

 

That is, the input to the operator is boolean(s) and the output is a boolean. 
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! operator 

The ! operator refers to not 

 

It takes as input one boolean expression and flips the result. So 

if the boolean expression was true before, then it is false now. 
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! operator examples 

! (2 < 3)   ------> false (since 2 < 3) 

! (3 < 2) -----> true 

 

! true --------> false 

! false ------> true 

 

! (! (3 > 2))   ---> true 

 

!(September comes after August) ---> false 
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&& operator 

The && operator refers to and 

 

It takes as input two boolean expressions. 

 

The result of this operator is true if both operands are true and 

false if at least one of the operands is false. 
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&& operator 

1 < 2 && 2 < 3  -----> true 

1 < 1 && 2 < 3 -----> false 

 

! (1 < 1) && 2 < 3 -----> true 

 

(Television starts with a T) && (Java can also be coffee) --> true 
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|| operator 

The || operator refers to or 

 

It takes as input two boolean expressions. 

 

The result of this operator is true if at least one of the operands 

is true and false if at both of the operands are false. 

 

Note that the or is NOT exclusive. This means if both operands 

are true the result will be true. 
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|| operator examples 

1 < 1 || 2 < 3 ------> true 

! (3 < 4 || 100 > 1000 ) ---> false 

 

 

(Vegetables are healthy) || (Fruit is healthy) ---> true 
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How The Java Compiler 
Evaluates  && and || 

If left operand of a && expression evaluates to false, the 

remaining operands are not evaluated 

In p1 && p2, if p1 is false, p2 is never looked at. 

 

If left operand of a || expression evaluates to true, the 

remaining operands are not evaluated 

In p1 || p2, if p1 is true, p2 is never looked at. 

 

This is called “short-circuit” evaluation. 
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Aside: How The Java Compiler 
Evaluates  && and || 

 

 

 

This is useful in the following case. Suppose you have an int 

variable x and you aren't sure if x is equal to zero or not. 

 

if ( x != 0 && 1 / x < 5 ) 
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A bit on clean code using 
boolean expessions 

 

boolean tall = height > 6.0; 

if(tall == true) x = 5; 

 

The above is not needed. Remember that 

the if statement always checks if the 

condition is true. So 

if (tall) tests “is tall is true” 

if (tall == true) tests “is it true that tall is 

equal to true,” which is the same thing. 
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Careful...... 

 
boolean tall = height > 6.0; 

if(tall = true) x = 5; 

This sets tall to true, so “x = 5” always executes, 

regardless of the value of height. 
 

This is a logical error: compiler will not detect it! 
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Exercise: 

Complete the main() method of the MinOfThree 
class by adding code which determines 
which of the three numbers entered by the 
user is the smallest number, and displays 
that number 
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MinOfThree.java 
 

 

import java.util.Scanner; 

 

public class MinOfThree { 

  public static void main(String[] args) { 

    Scanner keyboard = new Scanner(System.in); 

    int num1, num2, num3, min; 

     

    System.out.print("Enter a number: "); 

    num1 = keyboard.nextInt(); 

    System.out.print("Enter another number: "); 

    num2 = keyboard.nextInt(); 

    System.out.print("Enter a third number: "); 

    num3 = keyboard.nextInt(); 

     

    // Add your code here 

  } 

} 



Advanced Conditional 

Statements (not examinable) 

1)The switch statement 

2)The conditional operator 
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The “switch” statement: 
example 

 

 

int x,y; 

switch(x+y){ 

  case 5: System.out.print(“A”); 

  case 8: System.out.print(“B”); 

          System.out.print(“F”); 

  case 1: System.out.print(“C”); 

  default: System.out.print(“D”); 

} 
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The “switch” statement 

int x,y; 

switch(x+y){ 

  case 5: System.out.print(“A”); 

  case 8: System.out.print(“B”); 

  case 1: System.out.print(“C”); 

  default: System.out.print(“D”); 

} 

Case values must 

be literals or 

constants; all of 

same type as 

“test expression”. 
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What will this display? 

 
int section = 4; 
 
switch(section) { 
  case 1: 
    System.out.println("A"); 
  default: 
    System.out.println("B"); 
  case 2: 
  case 3: 
    System.out.println("C"); 
    System.out.println("4"); 
} 
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“switch” statement with 
“break” 

int x,y; 

switch(x+y){ 

  case 5: System.out.print(“A”); 

          break; 

  case 8: System.out.print(“B”); 

          System.out.print(“F”); 

  case 1: System.out.print(“C”); 

          break; 

  default: System.out.print(“D”); 

} 
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What will this display? 
 
int section; 
System.out.print("Enter your COMP-202 section: "); 
section = keyboard.nextInt(); 
 
switch(section) { 
  case 1: 
    System.out.println("Your section number is not prime."); 
    break; 
  case 2: 
  case 3: 
    System.out.println("Your section number is prime."); 
    break; 
  default: 
    System.out.println("There must be lots of students!"); 
} 
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Summary of switch Statements 

 

 

The expression of a switch statement must evaluate to a value of 
type char, byte, short or int; it cannot be a floating point value, a 
long, a boolean, or any reference type, including String 

Note that the implicit boolean expression in a switch statement is 

equality 
The switch statement tries to match the expression with a value (it is never 
<, <=, >, nor >=) relational checks 

You cannot perform with a switch statement 

The value of each case must be a constant (either a literal or a 
final variable) 
It cannot be a plain (that is, non-final) variable 
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The Conditional Operator 
 

 condition ? expression1 : expression2 

 

 

If condition evaluates to true, then expression1 is 
evaluated; if it evaluates to false, then expression2 is 
evaluated 
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Conditional Operator Examples 
 

 larger = (num1 > num2) ? num1 : num2; 

 

If num1 is greater that num2, then num1 is assigned to 
larger;  otherwise, num2 is assigned to larger 
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Conditional operator vs. if-else 

The conditional operator is like an if-else statement, 
except that instead of executing one of two possible 
branches, it evaluates to one of two possible values. 

larger = (num1 > num2) ? num1 : num2; 

if (num1 > num2) 
larger = num1; 
else 
larger = num2; 

...is the same as: 
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Conditional Operator Examples 

 

 System.out.println ("Your change is " 

+ 

  count + " dime" + 

  ((count == 1) ? "" : "s")); 

 

If count evaluates to 1, then "dime" is printed 

If count evaluates to any value other than 1, then an "s" 
is added at the end of "dime" 


